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THE HISTORICAL CONTRIBUTION OF VACCINES

During the inauguration, President Biden empha-
sized unity. However, that is easier said than done. 
We have listed a number of early priorities on this 
slide, including his $1.9 tn spending proposal. 
Biden has stated there is room for compromise and 
consensus suggests a final figure closer to $1.1 tn. 
Later this year tax hikes are likely (probably 
without many GOP votes), which could entail a 5% 
hit to 2022 EPS. Concerning Biden’s four regula-
tory priorities, only measures targeting big tech are 
likely to receive significant bipartisan support.

Regarding the labor market, it will take a long time 
to get back to where we were in early 2020. The 
worst-hit sectors remain hospitality, retail, education, 
and local government, largely reflecting their high 
degree of social contact. Ideally, government 
transfers would be focused on sectors where the 
pain is the greatest, but this isn’t always feasible. It is 
also important to note that people in lower-income 
jobs have been hurt disproportionately. And that’s an 
issue the Biden package should help to address.

Section I: Outlook for Equities 
Bill Priest
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Once we’ve reached herd immunity, a great deal of 
pent-up demand will be unleashed, with consumers 
just wanting to have some fun, for a change. 
Personal income is cumulatively $500 bn above 
trend, while consumption is $900 bn below, which 
explains the $1,400 bn of “excess” savings that has 
been built up. That is a lot of dry powder, suggesting 
an acceleration of consumption expenditures as we 
get into the back half of this year.

A century ago, with the end of WWI and the Spanish 
flu, America entered the Roaring ‘20s. While a 
roaring decade might be too much to ask for this 
time around, 2H2021 and 2022 should certainly 
roar relative to 2020. And the key to that will be 
gaining herd immunity, which appears attainable 
around July. However, that requires overcoming the 
logistical and supply-chain challenges that have 
slowed the vaccination rollout. Further, there are 
several risks that could delay when America 
achieves herd immunity and puts the pandemic 
firmly in the rear view.
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From 2H2021: Similar to Rebounding from a Natural Disaster

Consumers Just Want to Have Fun: Flush with Cash

SLIDE 4

Trade: China Policy Changes More in Rhetoric Than Reality
How will Biden’s policy toward China change? 
Probably more in rhetoric than reality. We have 
written previously on Cold War 2.0 and China 2025, 
and those issues certainly are not going away with 
the new administration. Most elements of America’s 
approach enjoy bipartisan support, so dramatic 180 
degree changes are unlikely. This slide also shows 
that China’s trade surplus and America’s deficit are 
now at record levels and that China only purchased 
56% of what it had promised and committed to 
buying from the U.S. in 2020.
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We now provide a charitable interpretation of MMT, 
which is viable provided these four conditions are 
maintained. Inflation needs to remain subdued, 
which seems likely. It also needs to be the case that 
the government debt limit is very high. This 
condition is key, but inherently unknowable (until it’s 
too late). Third, we need r < g, which requires a very 
active Fed. The final condition is more technical and 
has been true for quite a while. MMT is a risky 
experiment, but one that all major central banks 
already seem to have adopted.

Some commentators have labeled Yellen and Powell 
as “Tweedledee and Tweedledove.” Powell and the 
Fed are in charge of the central bank’s balance sheet, 
which has increased enormously. Similarly, Yellen 
oversees the treasury market and government debt 
issuance, which has also grown dramatically in recent 
years. But the question is, what is the limit to both 
the Fed’s balance sheet and the Treasury’s debt 
mountain? Well, we won’t know until we surpass it, 
and then it’s going to be too late.

If we expect a consumption boom from the second 
half, where is it probably going to occur? We think it 
is most likely to be in the service sectors that were 
hardest hit by social distancing. These include 
recreation, travel, hotels, restaurants, and bars. It’s 
interesting to see that durable goods consumption 
has already been booming, fueled by low rates and 
the boost to incomes. Non-durable goods consump-
tion has also done well. This suggests service sectors 
will be the key beneficiary as we move into H2 of 
the year. 
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H2’s Spending Boom: Recreation, Travel, Hotels, Restaurants & Bars

Magic Money Tree: A Charitable Interpretation

MMT: No Need to Worry, the Fed Will Pick-up the Tab
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While the overall market is not wildly overvalued, 
there certainly are some pockets of liquidity-driven 
excess. Bitcoin is likely a case in point. Further, there 
seems to be significant speculation in SPACs, and 
options volume has soared, largely reflecting activity 
by retail investors. Margin debt balances are also 
worrisomely high.

SLIDE 12
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Pockets of Liquidity-driven Excess

Equity Market: Earnings Growth vs Bond Yields

Pundits who worry about inflation either have a 
Keynesian or Monetarist perspective. The former 
seems less of a worry, given the huge output gap and 
enormous labor market slack. Monetarists though 
worry that velocity will come roaring back. They 
acknowledge that didn’t happen after the GFC, but 
attribute that to the poor state of the financial 
system. We believe the risk of a dramatic increase in 
V is small and are less worried about consumer price 
inflation than asset inflation.

SLIDE 10

Quantity Theory of Money: Dead or Just Resting?

Turning to the equity market, the consensus is 
expecting a solid EPS rebound in 2021 and 2022. 
Moreover, valuation measures that take the extreme-
ly low level of interest rates into account suggest the 
broad equity market is fairly valued. But will rates 
remain at their current historically low level well into 
the medium- to long-term? The consensus expects 
the 10Y yield to hit 1.3% by year-end, and that could 
certainly overshoot. We believe this constitutes one 
of the major risks to equity markets. 
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Will Biden Take On the Tech Barons?

The biggest downside risk to equity markets is 
reflation and a dramatic rise in bond yields. However, 
inflation expectations have been well anchored for 
decades, and core inflation is tame in all major 
economies, which is crucial as inflation is now driven 
more by global forces than local factors. Moreover, 
tech is inherently disinflationary and likely by much 
more than is revealed in national statistics. In our 
view, until inflation expectations gets imbedded into 
wages, it’s unlikely to be a significant problem.

Downside Risk: Reflation, But Tech is Inherently Disinflationary

SLIDE 15

Tech Industry is Rife with Natural Monopolies

The next five slides discuss a paper that Bill and I just 
wrote on the outlook for tech regulation. This is a 
topical issue because tech has gotten too big, too 
powerful, too quickly, with public opinion turning 
decisively against big tech and the power they’ve 
amassed. Our paper covers three topics, starting off 
with antitrust. Prior to the recent suits, there had only 
been one major antitrust case since the mid-1980s, and 
that was Microsoft. However, as the recent flurry of 
activity demonstrates, the long antitrust winter is now 
decidedly over.

Tech is characterized by super-star firms that 
dominate their space, and that is certainly true of 
Google and Facebook. No one faults the two titans 
for gaining their dominance in the first place, the 
trouble is what they did to hold on to the kingdom. 
Under U.S. antitrust law, there are two key types of 
offenses: anti-competitive acquisitions (as is alleged 
with the purchases of Instagram and WhatsApp) 
and exclusive behavior, which was at the core of the 
case against Microsoft and is now featured in the suit 
against Google.

Section II: TAMING THE TECH BARONS 
Kevin Hebner
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Beyond antitrust, there are bipartisan calls for 
reform of § 230, which indemnifies tech platforms 
for items their users post. Democrats argue § 230 
allows content that is violent and misleading, 
while Republicans allege it empowers platforms to 
censor conservative voices. Just about no one 
trusts social media companies, which now realize 
they need to be more transparent about their 
content moderation policies, including adding an 
appeals process. Change in this space is likely to 
happen very quickly.

Additionally, digital platforms face the inevitability of 
being saddled with their own regulatory agency. Over 
the last 150 years, every major emerging technology 
gets regulated, from railways in the 19th century to 
radio, electricity, and autos in the early 20th. Today’s 
dominant platforms will not prove an exception. The 
issues facing the sector are too complex and require 
too much specialized knowledge to be handled 
adequately by either broad legislation, like the 
Sherman Act or § 230, or by the judiciary. That said, 
this will not happen quickly.

Section 230: The Twenty-Six Words that Created the Internet 

SLIDE 17

Regulation: The Digital Economy and It’s Complex Issues

SLIDE 18

Tech Policy Will Change Under Biden, But Don’t Expect Revolution
There are (at least) five initiatives that possess broad 
bipartisan support. For investors, we believe tech will 
continue to be the most dynamic sector of the 
economy, and that digital platforms will constitute a 
sizeable majority of market cap by the end of the 
decade. We also expect greater breadth in tech 
market leadership and the emergence of entirely 
new sub-sectors. Finally, the record of antitrust, 
including the cases against Standard Oil, AT&T, IBM, 
and Microsoft, shows that shareholders actually do 
quite well, regardless of the outcome.
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Vaccines: A Major Contributor to Public Health 

SLIDE 20

Vaccines: Underlying Economics More Attractive than Perceived

SLIDE 21

COVID-19 Update: Global Daily New Cases

Vaccination has greatly reduced the burden of 
infectious diseases, and it has likely saved many 
millions of lives over time. Simply put, after clean 
drinking water, immunizations are likely the most 
cost-effective public health innovation, preventing 
2-3 million deaths per year according to the WHO.  
It’s also rather hard to beat the ROI achieved by 
vaccinations. A Johns Hopkins study found that every 
dollar spent on childhood vaccines over a decade in 
94 low- and middle-income countries produced a 
return on investment of $16 through savings on 
treatment costs and productivity losses. When 
considering broader economic/social benefits, the 
return on investment was $44.

Vaccines are estimated to be a $35+ Bn market and 
growing high-single digits. In our view, vaccines are a 
more attractive business than most investors perceive 
them to be. Four major global pharmaceutical 
companies (GSK, Sanofi, Merck, and Pfizer) account for 
~85% of the global value share and these industry 
players operate under a largely stable value oligopoly 
achieved over time through significant market 
consolidation. The vaccine business enjoys high 
barriers to entry due to its capital intensity as well as 
its complex manufacturing, supply chain, regulation, 
technology and intellectual property. While gross 
margins are much lower relative to the traditional 
pharma products, vaccines don’t require significant 
ongoing sales and marketing investments like 
traditional pharma products. As a result, the vaccine 
business’ operating margins can be in-line with or 
even higher in some instances than the traditional 
pharma business.

With holiday distortions largely behind us, we can 
now start to get a better handle on the underlying 
trends. The good news is that new daily cases are 
decreasing on a global basis. In the U.S., the 7-day 
change in new daily cases has turned negative for 
more than seven consecutive days, which indicates 
that the rate of change is accelerating to the 
downside. More specifically, U.S. new daily cases are 
now <140,000 after surging >284,000 two weeks 
ago, a more than 50% decline from the recent peak.

Section III: Historical contribution of vaccines 
Jérôme Van Der Ghinst
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COVID-19 Update: Global Vaccinations Administered

SLIDE 23

Investment Conclusions: From Annus Horribilis to the Roaring Twenties?

1.  Biden's Priorities: Hit the Ground Sprinting
• Fiscal stimulus: Additional pandemic relief & green infrastructure
• Tax hikes: Entails a 5% hit to 2022 EPS (8% for big tech)
• Regulation is back: Energy, environment, consumer finance, big tech
• Trade: China policy changes more in rhetoric than reality

2.   Sharp, Asymmetric Recovery from 2H2021: Consumers Just Want to 
Have Fun
• Supportive policy: Both fiscal & monetary, through 2022
• Consumers flush with cash: $1.4 tn of excess savings
• Rebound sectors: Recreation, healthcare, travel, hotels, restaurants & bars

3.  Magic Money Tree: No Need to Worry, the Fed will Pick up the Tab
• Yellen & Powell: Tweedle-dee & Tweedle-dove
•  Fed monetization: Of all additional federal debt issued in 2020 (roughly 

$3tn)
• Debt limit: We’ll have no idea where it is, until just after we hit it

4.  Market Risks: Bond Yields are Key
• Valuations: Fair, assuming lower for longer interest rates
• Pockets of liquidity-driven excess
• Reflation risk: But tech is inherently disinflationary
• Bond yields: Consensus 1.3% by year-end, but could overshoot

As a result of the above points, we believe the best positioned companies 
are those that have a demonstrated ability to produce sustainable FCF and 

allocate that cash flow effectively between return of capital options and 
reinvestment/acquisition opportunities.

With several COVID-19 vaccines having now been 
introduced, the largest global vaccination campaign 
in history has begun. Today, well over 50 million 
vaccine doses have been administered in 51 
countries. On average, just under ~3.0 mn vaccine 
doses per day are being administered based on data 
collected by Bloomberg. In the U.S., vaccinations 
began in mid-December and thus far >17 mn shots 
have been given according to a state-by-state tally by 
Bloomberg and data from the CDC. In the last week, 
an average of >900,000 doses per day were 
administered in the U.S. Across the U.S., 5.2 doses 
have been administered for every 100 people, and 
just under 50% of the shots distributed to states have 
been administered. As a result, in the U.S., we are 
seeing a meaningful improvement in vaccine doses 
administered, which is a critical step in the path to 
herd immunity.
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The information contained herein is distributed for informational purposes only and should not be considered investment advice or a recommendation of any particular se-
curity, strategy or investment product. Information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but not guaranteed. The information contained 
herein is accurate as of the date submitted, but is subject to change. Any performance information referenced represents past performance and is not indicative of future 
returns. Any projections, targets, or estimates in this presentation are forward looking statements and are based on Epoch’s research, analysis, and assumptions made by 
Epoch. There can be no assurances that such projections, targets, or estimates will occur and the actual results may be materially different. Other events which were not 
taken into account in formulating such projections, targets, or estimates may occur and may significantly affect the returns or performance of any accounts and/or funds 
managed by Epoch. To the extent this document contains information about specific companies or securities including whether they are profitable or not, they are being 
provided as a means of illustrating our investment thesis. Past references to specific companies or securities are not a complete list of securities selected for clients and not 
all securities selected for clients in the past year were profitable.

For more insights visit
www.eipny.com
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Epoch’s Thought Leadership


